prints in,
profits out!

s1220 Photo Scanning System

Picture a new revenue stream

Digitize memories with
the Kodak s1220
Photo Scanning System
Consumers have hundreds, even thousands of valuable photos,
documents and other memorabilia stashed in boxes, drawers and albums.
Now you can show customers how print collections can easily and safely
become versatile digital images as you scan a new revenue stream with
the Kodak s1220 Photo Scanning System. It’s the only scanner specifically
engineered to beautifully process volumes of photos quickly; and it now
leverages Kodak Perfect Touch Technology for better, brighter pictures—
plus automatic image quality enhancements and a time-saving auto
rotation feature.
Fast, compact, powerful and extremely user friendly, the s1220 Photo
Scanning System lets you scan memories to DVD, flash drive or CD for
your customers to display, print, share and preserve, digitally. And once
customers have all those images digitized, it also opens up wonderful
opportunities for you to promote and sell photo specialty items like
albums, T-shirts, mugs and more.

Simplified, automated operation
As photos and other memorabilia come in, place them in the auto feeder
with no presorting or image rotation necessary—even mixed-sized
photos, black-and-white or color.
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orientation of images, slashing presorting time and image rotation
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Auto rotation based on scene content,
creates properly oriented images without
manual rotation
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you assign shortcuts to common tasks for one-buttoneasy operation
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and fragile documents/prints, photo albums and
scrapbook pages
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Take advantage of document imaging
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simple module change, so you can manage and find
business records quickly and easily while you greatly
reduce paper clutter

A very friendly user interface
The intuitive Kodak s1220 Photo Scanning System
enhances operator productivity.
Ability to change settings mid-job—gives users
greater control over how prints are scanned for
improved workflow
File and folder-naming enhancements—empowers
users with control over how scanned images are saved to
accommodate unique customer filing requirements
CD/DVD/flash drive burning—makes it one-buttoneasy to transfer images to media

Automatically improve image quality
Kodak Perfect Touch Technology is
built in, creating better, brighter pictures
with more vibrant colors, richer detail
and fewer dark shadows. There are also flexible image
enhancement options and controls, allowing you to—
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color balance
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Offer more
profitable possibilities
It’s a great way to create a new revenue
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from competitors. Digitize volumes of
prints onto DVDs/CDs/flash drives and
load images to local/network drives. The
Kodak s1220 Photo Scanning System
opens up the possibilities to promote and
sell photo-centric products like photo
books, scrapbooks, frames, tributes,
T-shirts, mugs, mouse pads, calendars,
and many more. Prints in, profits out!

Valuable Kodak
Service & Support included
Kodak s1220 Photo Scanning System
with A3 Flatbed
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Service & Support accompanies your
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professionals in over 120 countries, you
can trust Kodak Service & Support to
keep you up, running and productive.
Various service options are available to
enhance and extend your coverage and
peace of mind.

Picture a new revenue stream
Talk with your authorized reseller or visit
www.kodak.com/go/marketingphotoscanning
to learn more.

s1220 Photo Scanning System

s1220

Throughput Speeds
Bundled Software
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Kodak s1220 Photo Scanning Software; Smart Touch functionality for “one touch” document scanning;
TWAIN driver
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environmental factors, like dust, may cause; red-eye removal; Kodak Perfect Touch Technology
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including scrapbook pages
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USB 2.0
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aggressive cropping; electronic color dropout; dual-stream scanning; interactive color, brightness and contrast
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automation of multiple and repetitive tasks with the push of one button; ability to scan to file, e-mail, printers,
fax printers and other locations
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Energy Star qualified

Photo Scanning System

Photo Image Enhancement
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Maximum Photo/Document Size
Minimum Photo/Document Size
Scanning Technology
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Illumination
Feeder
Connectivity
Imaging Features

Electrical Requirements
Power Consumption
Environmental Factors
Acoustical Noise
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Recommended PC Configuration
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Approvals and Product Certifications

Consumables Available
Dimensions
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What’s in the Box
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Two available USB 2.0 ports required on the host PC—one for s1220 Photo Scanner, one for software dongle
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Feed Module, Separation Module, Feed Rollers, Roller Cleaning Pads, Brillianize Detailer Wipes for Kodak Scanners
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s1220 Photo Scanner; s1220 Photo Scanning Software; Smart Touch functionality for document scanning;
Instructions for installation, setup and operation; USB Software dongle; International power cords;
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To learn more:
Visit www.kodak.com/go/s1220
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